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First Amendment Schools: Educating for
Freedom and Democracy
Posted on November 1, 2001 by Editor
By Mark Szymanski <marks@pacificu.edu>
Pacific University
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” This is the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution. As the events of September 11th pass and
we search for ways to protect ourselves and our communities from acts of terror, It’s important
to revisit the first amendment which is designed to ensure our safety and protect our liberties.
Chief Justice John Marshall said that the Constitution of the Unites States and the Bill of Rights,
the first ten amendments to the Constitution, were “meant to endure for ages to come and to
meet the various crises of human affairs” (1). Today, we are in a crisis of human affairs.
The shock of September 11th has been followed by threats of biological terrorism, netwar, and
other random acts of violence. These threats have fueled the fear, anxiety, and anger that have
increasingly punctuated our thoughts and influenced our actions. Our current state of affairs has
placed a particularly heavy burden on teachers and students. While students are looking to
teachers for reassurance and guidance, teachers are searching their minds for historical context
and their hearts for hope. In the end, teachers are looking for ways to help students and
themselves feel secure and free at the same time.
Historically in the United States our desire to feel secure from threats-real or perceived-has
moved leaders to entertain the idea of trading our liberty for security. It’s a deal that history has
taught us to walk away from. The injustice of the Japanese internment camps of World War Two
and the recklessness of Senator Joseph McCarthy’s justice based on guilt by association are just
two examples of how government leaders have used our desire for security as a justification for
limiting our rights guaranteed under the First Amendment. Currently in the United States, our
desire to feel secure from threats-real or perceived-has transformed these history lessons into life
lessons for students. Students watch as our leaders struggle publicly with first amendment
freedoms in part because those freedoms contributed to the ease with which the terrorists
planned and executed their September 11th attacks.
In an effort to provide government agencies with more power to fight terrorism, a new anti-
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terrorism bill became law on October 26, 2001. According to the Center for Democracy and
Technology (CDT) (2), an organization that describes itself as working “to promote democratic
values and constitutional liberties in the digital age” (3) The new anti-terrorism package
“dismantles many privacy protections for communications and personal data. Many of the
provisions are not limited to terrorism investigations, but would apply to all criminal or intelligence
investigations. “This bill has been called a compromise,” said Jerry Berman, CDT Executive
Director, “but the only thing compromised is our civil liberties.” (2).
These are just the types of issues our students should be discussing in school. Consequently, we
have to ask the question: how can k-12 educators help students understand the essential
elements of the first amendment and live in a school community that consciously and
purposefully lives by these tenets? One answer is to participate in a project called First
Amendment Schools: Educating for Freedom and Responsibility (4). Two organizations have
partnered to support the effort. The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
(ASCD) (5) and The First Amendment Center (6) have joined together to support the development
of schools that operate on principles of the first amendment. The ASCD is an international,
nonprofit, nonpartisan organization whose members include superintendents, supervisors,
principals, teachers, professors of education, and school board members. The First Amendment
Center is a nonpartisan, international foundation dedicated to free press, free speech, and free
spirit for all people. The First Amendment Schools project goal is “to transform how schools
model and teach the rights and responsibilities of citizenship that frame civic life in our
democracy” (6). The project has four primary goals:
Create consensus guidelines and guiding principles for all schools interested in creating and
sustaining First Amendment principles in their school.
Establish project schools, in every region of the nation, where First Amendment principles
are understood and applied throughout the school community.
Encourage and develop curriculum reforms that reinvigorate and deepen teaching about
the First Amendment across the curriculum.
Educate school leaders, teachers, school board members and attorneys, and other key
stakeholders about the meaning and significance of First Amendment principles and ideals.
Specifically, participating schools will be creating a community with activities and practices that
reflect First Amendment principles. The project is not in place for schools to teach about the First
Amendment; it is in place to support the creation of schools that practice and model
responsibilities and rights that accompany the First Amendment. Participating schools will serve
as national models and resources for other schools interested in developing similar programs. To
facilitate this, The First Amendment Schools Project will provide support to participating schools in
a number of ways. Schools will have access to human resources that include project staff, First
Amendment scholars, and school reform experts. A yearly meeting of all participating schools will
also take place in Washington D.C. In addition to the human resources, a variety of web-based
resources will be available to schools. A support web site will consist of online resources for
teachers, administrators, and community members on First Amendment principles and school-
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2 THOUGHTS ON “FIRST AMENDMENT SCHOOLS: EDUCATING FOR FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY”
based reform topics. Online and on-site professional development opportunities on First
Amendment principles and school-based reform topics will also be available.
The grants are available for schools for a three year period (7). The project will award ten grants
to schools or pathways of schools (elementary, middle, and high school). Participating schools will
develop policies and implement systems that operate under the principles previously outlined and
in the end create a democratic learning community. The deadline for applying is March 15, 2002,
and grants will be awarded May 15, 2002.
If you are a member of a school who might be interested in becoming a First Amendment
School, the Berglund Center for Internet Studies would be interested in using it’s resources to
partner with you. We would be able to support your efforts to secure a grant and provide
continued support during the project. If you are interested please contact me, Mark Szymanski
at marks@pacificu.edu. We believe this is a project whose values are in line with those of the
Berglund Center.
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